Logic Puzzles - Can you figure out the answers to these puzzles?

Who stole the cake?

Someone stole Mrs. Archer’s cake from the Fourth of July BBQ. Chief Inspector Stone is hot on the trail and has interviewed five local villains who are notorious cake stealers. Below is a summary of their statements:

Arnold: It wasn't Edward. It was Brian.
Brian: It wasn't Charlie. It wasn't Edward.
Charlie: It was Edward. It wasn't Arnold.
Derek: It was Charlie. It was Brian.
Edward: It was Derek. It wasn't Arnold.

It was well known that each suspect told exactly one lie. Can you determine who stole the cake?

The Three Playing Cards

There are three playing cards face-up on the table.

- A diamond is to the left of a spade.
- An eight is to the right of a king.
- A ten is to the left of heart.
- A heart is to the left of a spade.

From left to right, what are the three playing cards?

Fourth of July

BBQs, fireworks and the celebration of our declaration of independence from Great Britain. Test your knowledge of Independence Day trivia.

1. Which two patriots died on July 4, 1826?
2. The Declaration of Independence begins with what words?
3. Where was the first national capital located?
4. Who is the primary author of the Declaration of Independence?